Hospital Readmissions within 30 days after discharge following Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) Surgery are substantial contributors to healthcare costs. Many predictive models were developed to identify risk factors for readmissions. However, majority of the existing models use statistical analysis techniques with data available at discharge. We propose an ensembled model to predict CABG readmissions using pre-discharge perioperative data and machine learning survival analysis techniques. Firstly, we applied fifty one potential readmission risk variables to Cox Proportional Hazard (CPH) survival regression univariate analysis. Fourteen of them turned out to be significant (with p value < 0.05), contributing to readmissions. Subsequently, we applied these 14 predictors to multivariate CPH model and Deep Learning Neural Network (NN) representation of the CPH model, DeepSurv. We validated this new ensembled model with 453 isolated adult CABG cases. Nine of the fourteen perioperative risk variables were identified as the most significant with Hazard Ratios (HR) of greater than 1.0. The concordance index metrics for CPH, DeepSurv, and ensembled models were then evaluated with training and validation datasets. Our ensembled model yielded promising results in terms of c-statistics, as we raised the the number of iterations and data set sizes. 30 day all-cause readmissions among isolated CABG patients can be predicted more effectively with perioperative pre-discharge data, using machine learning survival analysis techniques. Prediction accuracy levels could be improved further with deep learning algorithms.
Introduction
Healthcare costs are constantly rising around the globe with each passing year. Hospital readmissions, that occur shortly after discharge, are identified as substantial contributors to these escalating healthcare expenses. So, in an effort to reduce readmissions, Affordable Care Act established 'Hospital Readmission Reduction Program' [HRRP] in 2012 [1] . This program imposes financial penalties to hospitals that have higher rates of readmissions. For FY 2018, the HRRP added six measures of medical conditions, and one of them is Coronary Artery Bypass Graft surgery (CABG). Average medicare readmission rate for CABG patients is 1 in 5 [2, 3] . In many situations, these readmissions are potentially avoidable. Therefore, the primary focus of our research study is to develop a comprehensive predictive model that identifies the most significant risk factors associated with 30 day readmissions following CABG surgery, using multivariate survival regression analysis techniques and deep learning neural network algorithms as well. Specifically, our study focuses on applying i) Figure 1 : Block diagram of the proposed CABG readmission prediction framework patients demographics data and perioperative characteristics, ii) time-varying pre-discharge clinical data as well, to an enhanced Cox Proportional Hazards (CPH) [4] model. one of the popular logistic regression methods used in Survival Analysis problem solving areas [22] . Also, our model considers pre-discharge time-varying clinical data and applies a new ensembled approach -feeding only the relevant patient data to survival regression analysis, getting the highly-correlated significant risk factors contributing to 30 day readmissions after discharge, applying the study cohort to cross validation, and eventually to a customized deep survival neural network, DeepSurv [17] .
Related Work
Currently, most of the studies on cardiac surgery outcomes used third-party statistical tools for data analysis, such as SAS and STATA software tools [6] [7] [8] [9] . These techniques and their prediction accuracy levels vary from hospital to hospital, disease to disease, database to database. Majority of the studies use traditional t-tests, chi-square, Fisher exact, Wilcoxon rank sum tests, stepwise logistic regression, Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit tests, dealing with categorical and continuous variables for univariate and multivariate analyses [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Fanari et al. used Hierarchical logistic regression to model readmissions and Fractional polynomial (FP) regression to assess non-linearity of continuous variables [14] . Also, most of the current predictive analytic models for 30 day CABG readmissions consider a single-point, time invariant patient characteristics available at discharge, while Benuzillo et al. evaluated readmission risk with patient data available shortly after admission [5] . However, pre-discharge time-varying labs, vitals, medications, post-discharge follow-up care measures do play a significant role in determining risk factors for hospital readmissions [15] . Recently, Katzman et al. developed and used a deep Cox proportional hazards neural network, also known as, DeepSurv [16] . DeepSurv model outperformed regular CPH on survival data with both linear and non-linear risk functions [17] . Some more survival analysis models that dealt with healthcare applications include deep active analysis, deep recurrent analysis, deep integrative analysis, transfer learning as well [18 -21] .
Proposed Model
In this section, our proposed framework and its implementation would be described. The proposed model is shown in Figure 1 . Our model is an ensemble of two models, regular CPH as well as DeepSurv [16] . Firstly, we prepared the study population cohort through rigorous data cleansing and consolidation process and fed it to the CPH regression analysis in an appropriate format [22] , shortlisted the most significant covariates, and then applied the resultant normalized data set to an open source DeepSurv python package [23] . We implemented our model through customizing open source Python packages, such as Lifelines and Deepsurv. Lifelines is an implementation of survival analysis and DeepSurv is a deep learning version of the Cox proportional hazards model that uses Theano and Lasagne [22] [23] python packages as well. DeepSurv has an advantage over traditional Cox regression because it does not require an apriori selection of covariates, but learns them adaptively. 
Experiments and Results
As shown in Figure 1 , the primary database used in this study is Society of Thoracic Surgeons (STS) Adult Cardiac Surgery Database, Version 2.81, pertaining to a single U.S institution, multi-hospital facility. A de-identified data set of adult cardiac surgery population for the period of July 2014 to May 2017 were extracted, and processed with Structured Query Language (SQL) scripts, with the aid of an open source MySQL workbench software [24] . Excluding patients of < 18 years of age, and in-hospital mortalities, a cleaned, and consolidated data set of 2293 adult CABG cases surviving to discharge are the subjects of this preliminary study. We used single imputation techniques, such as, case deletion and conditional mean and distribution for handling missing data in this iteration. Then, we divided the dataset randomly into training and validation sets of 80:20, with 51 potential variables representing study population's demographics data (such as age, race, sex etc.), and perioperative characteristics. The primary outcome was all-cause readmission within 30 days of hospital discharge. The training data set was first fed into univariate analysis, using CPH package of Lifelines [22] , and then the 14 most significant variables with a p value of <0.05 are considered for multivariate analysis. The corresponding statistics, comprising of β coefficients, hazard ratios, and p-values, are shown in Table 1 . The first column in the table represents an explanatory variable or predictor, and the results of univariate and multivariate analyses are shown in the subsequent columns. For instance, for the variable, 'Gender', the exponential coefficient (exp(coef) = exp(0.3554) = 1.4268), also known as Hazard Ratio(HR), implies the effect size of covariates. It can be inferred that, a female gender would have hazard of readmission by a factor of 1.4268, compared to a male. With fitted model, we presented 95 percent Confidence Interval(CI) ranges of a few significant variables and survival plots, as shown in Figure 2 . Concordance index statistics, that represent a generalization of the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristics curve, are obtained through DeepSurv Neural Network model, and a couple of plots are depicted in Figure 3 . Table 2 shows the comparison of concordance metrics for our initial set of training and validation cohorts and it is evident that the ensembled model yields better performance with increasing number of iterations, for instance, c-index of 0.712 with nEpochs = 25000. We anticipate the prediction accuracy levels of training as well as validation sets to be improved substantially, when we feed huge amounts of pre-discharge data in our next iteration.
Conclusion and future work
30-day all-cause readmissions among isolated CABG patients can be predicted prior to discharge, more effectively with perioperative pre-discharge data, using machine learning survival analysis techniques. Prediction accuracy levels could be improved further with deep learning algorithms, feeding huge amounts of highly-correlated pre-discharge data, including time-dependent lab values, vitals, and medications. With our ensemble modeling approach, concordance statistics for training and validation sets have shown considerable improvements with increasing nEpochs and volume of data, and averaged slightly above 0.65 for the initial iterations. With this model, feeding enormous amounts of pre-discharge data, we intend to develop a Risk of Readmission (RoR) score, for patient population undergoing CABG surgery. An additional aim of this study is to create a smart-app for bedside use by clinicians to enable them to more appropriately decide patient readiness for discharge. 
